
 

Tumbling Performance Pathway Programme  
Selection Criteria & Programme (January 2019 – December 2019) 

PERFORMANCE VISION 

In line with the Scottish Gymnastics strategic plan (2015-2027), SG has a long term aim to expand the talent pool and develop Scottish gymnasts to 
British and World high performance level. 

SUMMARY 
 
The Tumbling Performance Pathway Programme (PPP) works towards providing clear opportunities across all levels at the younger age level in order 
to drive the development of both athletes and coaches through the following activities: 

 Performance Pathway Programme (PPP) 
 Development 

These activities have been designed in line with the strategic plan between the Trampoline/DMT/Tumble Technical Panel and Scottish Gymnastics 
Performance team. 

PERFORMANCE GUIDING PRINCIPLES (2015 – 2019) 
 
In line with SG Performance Principles (2015-19) all performance and pathway activities for Tumbling have been designed with the following guiding 

principles in mind. This is to ensure that SG is working towards establishing a strong and sustainable performance system for Scotland. 

 Coach Focus 

 Performance Development Focus 
 Transparent 
 Continuous Improvement 
 Consistency 
 Objectivity  

For further information on the SG Performance Principles please refer to the website. 
 
 

 



 

 

PROGRAMME ACTIVITY 

A series of non-residential camps and coach Clinics will be run through Performance Pathway Programme (PPP) and Development tier to provide 

appropriate opportunities for identified athletes and for all coaches to provide long term development.  The camps will take place at suitable training 

venues on the following dates: 

Sunday 10 February 2019 
Sunday 5 May 2019  
Sunday 11 August 2019  
Sunday 3 November 2019 
 
AGE GROUP CRITERIA/LEVEL 

Competing at one of the following levels in 2019 competition year: 
 
NDP U13 yrs 
FIG DEV 9/10 yrs 
FIG DEV 11/12 yrs 
FIG 9/10 yrs 
FIG 11/12 yrs    
 
 

Key Contacts  

 Dan Lannigan (TUM National Technical Advisor)  

 Wendy Purdie (Scottish Gymnastics Performance Manager) – wendy.purdie@scottishgymnastics.org  

 Ugne Labaziniene (Scottish Gymnastics Performance Administrator) – performance@scottishgymnastics.org  
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Tumbling Performance Pathway Programme Overview 
Selection Criteria  

Table 1. 

AGE CATEGORY  
Minimum skill 
requirements  

 

Run 1 Run 2 

NDP5 U13 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Double twist 

FIG Dev 9 yrs 
 

Minimum 3 whips in sequence Straight back 

FIG Dev 10 yrs 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Full twist 

FIG Dev 11/12 yrs 
 

Minimum 5 whips in sequence Full twist 

FIG 9 yrs 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Flip straight 

FIG 10 yrs 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Full twist 

FIG 11 yrs 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Double tuck 

FIG 12 yrs 
 

Minimum 4 whips in sequence Double pike 

 

Gymnasts will be selected using the minimum skill requirement criteria highlighted in Table.1.   

Previous recent competition results will be looked at but will not be a deciding factor for selection onto the PPP.  

 

 

  



 

 

The Tumbling PPP will support gymnasts in the age categories in Table 1, which includes gymnasts moving between age groups throughout the 

programme year. The aim of the programme is to achieve: 

 At least 1 FIG Dev gymnast in 9/10 & 11/12 yrs medals at NDP Finals 
 90% of FIG gymnasts qualify for British Championships with an aim of a minimum of 2 medals won in 2019 in the 9/10 and 11/12 yrs 

age groups  
 All gymnasts in the PPP move up a level the following i.e. NDP 5 – FIG Dev, FIG Dev - FIG 

 

Gymnasts who wish to be considered for the programme need to submit a completed application form.  The application form also asks for 

competitions scores, Please note the scores are part of the overall data we are looking at to give further information on where the gymnast is 

performing presently and will not be a deciding factor for selection onto PPP. Only gymnasts who have returned full applications stated above 

will be considered for the programme and trial entry. Applications must be submitted by 9am on Wednesday 12th December 2018 to 

performance@scottishgymnastics.org, with invitations being communicated to personal coaches of gymnasts by Wednesday 

19th December 2018. 

Following a review of the applications, the National Technical Advisor, Performance Manager and the Technical Panel’s Performance Development 

Co-ordinator will identify the gymnasts to be invited for trial; gymnasts will be notified via their personal coaches.  

After the selection day on Sunday 13th January 2019 and the assessment of skill requirements by a judging panel, gymnasts will be advised 

of the outcome of their trial.  

Gymnasts will be initially selected onto the PPP for a minimum period of 3 months, which will cover the period up to the end of the NDP Qualifiers.  

Gymnasts’ performance at the qualifiers will be considered for continuation on the programme.  The programme year will support both NDP & 

FIG gymnasts up to British Championships and & NDP Finals and progress NDP & FIG Dev gymnasts towards FIG the following year. 

 

 

The Tumbling PPP is a non-residential camp-based system which will have split delivery between suitable venues across Scotland.  

The camps will be led by National Technical Lead, Dan Lannigan, supported by other experts as required and agreed between the National 

Technical Lead and Performance Manager.  

Programme Aims 

Programme Delivery  
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It is hoped a series of monthly track sessions can be arranged with clubs with a full length track to compliment the sessions led by 

the National Technical Lead. 

All formal communication relating to the Programme will be via the Scottish Gymnastics Performance department and the personal coach; this 

includes camp logistics, targets and selection for representative events linked to the Programme.  

Gymnasts who are selected onto the Programme will be continually assessed throughout the year against set targets. It is also encouraged that 

clubs attend quality events in the UK and abroad where suitable, which are appropriate to the age and stage of the gymnast. Scottish Gymnastics 

Performance department will track the results from these key events for gymnasts on the programme, but ask that personal coaches update the 

team with significant results out with these named events. 

Camps will be a one day training camp for the PPP gymnasts. Camp training dates are subject to change, and will be confirmed after selection 

of gymnasts onto the programme.  

Personal coaches of gymnasts selected onto this programme will be invited to and encouraged to attend the camps to ensure learning and 

feedback is transitioned back to the club environment. If there are Scottish Coaches who would like to attend these camps on a coach 

development opportunity please contact the Performance department to discuss (performance@scottishgymnastics.org).  

 

Other key information  

Gymnasts selected to the programme will be signing up to the full programme from January 2019 – December 2019. There will be a cost per 

camp per gymnast which must be settled prior to the camp; Scottish clubs will be invoiced directly for gymnasts’ costs and gymnast based outside 

of Scotland will be invoiced directly. The costs of the camp are £40 for a one day non-residential camp.  
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